Abstract. Motivated by applications to program verification, we study a decision procedure for satisfiability in an expressive fragment of a theory of arrays, which is parameterized by the theories of the array elements. The decision procedure reduces satisfiability of a formula of the fragment to satisfiability of an equisatisfiable quantifier-free formula in the combined theory of equality with uninterpreted functions (EUF), Presburger arithmetic, and the element theories. This fragment allows a constrained use of universal quantification, so that one quantifier alternation is allowed, with some syntactic restrictions. It allows expressing, for example, that an assertion holds for all elements in a given index range, that two arrays are equal in a given range, or that an array is sorted. We demonstrate its expressiveness through applications to verification of sorting algorithms and parameterized systems. We also prove that satisfiability is undecidable for several natural extensions to the fragment. Finally, we describe our implementation in the πVC verifying compiler.
Introduction
Software verification -whether via the classical Floyd-Hoare-style proof method with some automatic invariant generation, or through automatic methods like predicate abstraction -relies on the fundamental technology of decision procedures. Therefore, the properties of software that can be proved automatically are to a large extent limited by the expressiveness of the underlying fragments of theories for which satisfiability is decidable and can be checked efficiently.
Arrays are a basic data structure of imperative programming languages. Theories for reasoning about the manipulation of arrays in programs have been studied intermittently for about as long as computer science has been a recognized field [5] . Nonetheless, the strongest predicate about arrays that appears in a decidable fragment is equality between two unbounded arrays [7] . For software verification, unbounded equality is not enough: for example, assertions such as that two subarrays are equal or that all elements of a subarray satisfy a certain property are not uncommon in normal programming tasks. We study a fragment of a theory of arrays that allows expressing such properties and many others, and for which satisfiability is decidable.
Various theories of arrays have been addressed in past work. Research in satisfiability decision procedures has focused on the quantifier-free fragments of array theories, as the full theories are undecidable (see Section 5) . In our discussion, we use the sorts array, elem, and index for arrays, elements, and indices, respectively. The syntax a[i] represents an array read, while a{i ← e} represents the array with position i modified to e, for array a, elem e, and index i. McCarthy proposed the main axiom of arrays, read-over-write [5] :
(∀ array a)(∀ elem e)(∀ index i, j)
An extensional theory of arrays has been studied formally, most recently in [7] and [1] . The extensional theory relates equations between arrays and equations between their elements:
In [8] , a decidable quantifier-free fragment of an array theory that allows a restricted use of a permutation predicate is studied. Their motivation, as with our work, is that verification of software requires decision procedures for expressive assertion languages. They use their decision procedure to prove that various sorting algorithms return a permutation of their input. In the conclusion of [8] , they suggest that a predicate expressing the sortedness of arrays would be useful.
The main theory of arrays that we study in this paper is motivated by practical requirements in software verification. We use Presburger arithmetic for our theory of indices, so the abstract sort index is concrete for us. Additionally, the theory is parameterized by the element theories used to describe the contents of arrays. Typical element theories include the theory of integers, the theory of reals, and the theory of equality.
Our satisfiability decision procedure is for a fragment, which we call the array property fragment, that allows a constrained use of universal quantification. We characterize the fragment in Section 2, but for now we note that the decidable fragment is capable of expressing array equality, the usual equality in an extensional theory of arrays; bounded equality, equality between two subarrays; and various properties, like sortedness, of (sub)arrays.
The satisfiability procedure reduces satisfiability of a formula of the array property fragment to satisfiability of a quantifier-free formula in the combined theory of equality with uninterpreted functions (EUF), Presburger arithmetic, and the element theories. The original formula is equisatisfiable to the reduced formula. For satisfiability, handling existential quantification is immediate. Universally quantified assertions are converted to finite conjunctions by instantiating the quantified index variables over a finite set of index terms. The main insight of the satisfiability decision procedure, then, is that for a given formula in the fragment, there is a finite set of index terms such that instantiating universally quantified index variables from only this set is sufficient for completeness (and, trivially, soundness).
After presenting and analyzing this decision procedure, we study a theory of maps, which are like arrays except that indices are uninterpreted. Therefore, the decidable fragment of the theory is less powerful for reasoning about arrays; however, it is more expressive than, for example, the quantifier-free fragment of the extensional theory presented in [7] . In particular, it is expressive enough to reason about hashtables.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the theory and the fragment that we study. Section 3 describes the decision procedure for satisfiability of the fragment. In Section 4, we prove that the procedure is sound and complete. We also prove that when satisfiability for quantifier-free formulae of the combined theory of EUF, Presburger arithmetic, and array elements is in NP, then satisfiability for bounded fragments is NP-complete. In Section 5, we prove that several natural extensions to the fragment result in fragments for which satisfiability is undecidable; we identify one slightly larger fragment for which decidability remains open. Section 6 presents and analyzes a parametric theory of maps. Section 7 motivates the theories with several applications in software verification. We implemented the procedure in our verifying compiler πVC; we describe our experience and results in Section 7.4.
An Array Theory and Fragment
We introduce the theory of arrays and the array property fragment for which satisfiability is decidable. . We usually drop the superscript. Recall that the signature of Presburger arithmetic is
where the two new functions are read and write, respectively. The read a[i] returns the value stored at position i of a, while the write a{i ← e} is the array a modified so that position i has value e. For multidimensional arrays, we abbreviate
The theory of equality with uninterpreted functions (EUF), T EUF , is used in the decision procedure. -One-dimensional sort: Z → elem k , for some element theory T k elem -Multidimensional sort: Z → · · · → elem k , for some element theory T k elem ; e.g., a two-dimensional array has sort Z → Z → elem k For element term e, both a and a{i ← e} are array terms; the latter term is a with position i modified to e. For array term a and index term i, a[i] is either an element term if a has sort Z → elem k , or an array term if a has a multidimensional sort; e.g., if a has sort Z → Z → elem k , then a[i, j] is an element term of sort elem k , while a[i] is an array term of sort Z → elem k .
Definition 3 (Literal and Formula)
Notationally, we say ψ[t] is the formula that contains subterm t. t ∈ ψ is true iff ψ contains subterm t.
We study satisfiability for a fragment of T A that is a subset of the ∃ * ∀ * Zfragment of T A , where the subscript on ∀ indicates that the quantifier is only over index variables. We call this fragment the array property fragment.
Definition 4 (Array Property)
An array property is a formula of the form
where i is a vector of index variables, and ϕ I (i) and ϕ V (i) are the index guard and the value constraint, respectively. The height of the property is the number of quantified index variables in the formula.
The form of an index guard ϕ I (i) is constrained according to the grammar
where uvar is any universally quantified variable, and evar is any existentially quantified integer variable.
The form of a value constraint ϕ V (i) is also constrained. Any occurrence of a quantified index variable i ∈ i in ϕ V (i) must be as a read into an array, a[i], for array term a. Array reads may not be nested; e.g., a 1 [a 2 [i]] is not allowed.
Definition 5 (Array Property Fragment)
The array property fragment of T A consists of all existentially-closed Boolean combinations of array property formulae and quantifier-free T A -formulae. The height of a formula in the fragment is the maximum height of an array property subformula.
Example 1 (Equality Predicates). Extensionality can be encoded in the array property fragment. We present = and bounded equality as defined predicates. In the satisfiability decision procedure, instances of defined predicates are expanded to their definitions in the first step. 
Example 2 (Sorting Predicates). More specialized predicates can also be defined in the array property fragment. Consider the following predicates for specifying properties useful for reasoning about sortedness of integer arrays in the array property fragment of T {Z} A . Sorted sorted( , u, a): Integer array a is sorted (nondecreasing) between elements and u.
Integer array a is partitioned such that all elements in [ 1 , u 1 ] are less than or equal to every element in
The literal u 1 < 2 can be expressed as u 1 ≤ 2 − 1 so that the syntactic restrictions are met.
Example 3 (Array Property Formula). The following formula is in the array property fragment of T {Z} A : (∃ array a)(∃w, x, y, z, k, , n ∈ Z)
We now define the decision procedure SAT A for satisfiability of formulae from the array property fragment. After removing array writes and skolemizing existentially quantified variables, SAT A rewrites universally quantified subterms to finite conjunctions by instantiating the quantified variables over a set of index terms. The next definitions construct the set of index terms that is sufficient for making this procedure complete.
Definition 6 (Read Set) The read set for formula ψ is the set
for t representing index terms that are not universally quantified index variables.
Definition 7 (Bounds Set) The bounds set B for formula ψ is the set of Presburger arithmetic terms that arise as root pexprs (i.e., pexpr terms whose parent is an expr) during the parsing of all index guards in ψ, according to the grammar of Def. 4.
The read set R is the set of index terms at which some array is read, while the bounds set B is the set of index terms that define boundaries on some array for an array property (e.g., the boundaries of an interval in which array elements are sorted).
Definition 8 (Index Set
The procedure reduces the satisfiability of array property formula ψ to the satisfiability of a quantifier-free (
Definition 9 (SAT A )
1. Replace instances of defined predicates with their definitions, and convert to negation normal form. 2. Apply the following rule exhaustively to remove writes:
for fresh b (write)
To meet the syntactic requirements on an index guard, we rewrite the third conjunct as
3. Apply the following rule exhaustively:
4. Apply the following rule exhaustively, where I ψ3 is determined by the formula constructed in Step 3.
5. Associate with each n-dimensional array variable a a fresh n-ary uninterpreted function f a , and replace each array read a[i, . . . , j] by f a (i, . . . , j). Decide this formula's satisfiability using a procedure for quantifier-free formulae of
Fig. 1. Unsorted arrays
Step 2 introduces new index terms (i − 1 and i + 1, above).
Example 4 (New Indices). Consider again the array property formula
(which is existentially closed). The first step of SAT A replaces the sorted literals with definitions; the second applies write to remove array writes. For readability, we write the index guards resulting from write using disequalities:
Then R = {k, }, B = {0, n − 1, − 1, + 1, k − 1, k + 1}, and I ψ = {0, n − 1, k − 1, k, k + 1, − 1, , + 1}. Note that R and B do not include i or j, which are universally quantified, while B contains the terms produced by converting disequalities to disjunctions of inequalities. Applying forall to each array property subformula converts universal quantification to finite conjunction over I ψ . We have in particular that
, a contradiction. Thus, the original formula is T {Z} A -unsatisfiable. The index term k + 1 is essential for this proof. We visualize this situation in Figure 1 . Arrows indicate positions represented by the new indices introduced in Step 2. Pictorially, for both modified versions of a to be sorted requires that the two parallel lines in Figure 1 be one line. To prove that sortedness is impossible requires considering elements in the interval between k and , not just elements at positions k and .
Correctness
We prove the soundness and completeness of SAT A . Additionally, we show that if satisfiability of quantifier-free (T EUF ∪T Z ∪ k T k elem )-formulae is in NP, then satisfiability for each bounded fragment, in which all array properties have maximum height N , is NP-complete.
We refer to the formula constructed in
Step n of SAT A by ψ n ; e.g., ψ 5 is the final quantifier-free formula constructed in Step 5.
Lemma 1 (Complete).
If ψ 5 is satisfiable, then ψ is satisfiable.
Proof. Suppose that I is an interpretation such that I |= ψ 5 ; we construct an interpretation J such that J |= ψ. To this end, we define under I a projection operation, proj : Z → I I ψ3 : proj(z) = t I such that t ∈ I ψ3 ; and either t I ≤ z and (∀s ∈ I ψ3 )(s I ≤ t I ∨ s I > z), or t I > z and (∀s ∈ I ψ3 )(s I ≥ t I ). That is, proj(z) is the nearest neighbor to z in t I , with preference for left neighbors. Extend proj to tuples of integers in the natural way: proj(z 1 , . . . , z k ) = (proj(z 1 ), . . . , proj(z k )).
Equate all non-array variables in J and I; note that proj is now defined the same under I and J. For each k-dimensional array a of ψ, set a
. We now prove that J |= ψ.
The manipulations in Steps 1, 3, and 5 are trivial.
Step 2 implements the definition of array write, so that the resulting formula is equivalent to the original formula. Thus, we focus on Step 4. We prove that if J |= ψ 4 , then J |= ψ 3 .
Suppose that rule forall is applied to convert ψ b to ψ a and that J |= ψ a . Application of this rule is the main focus of the proof: we prove that J |= ψ b . That is, we assume that
and prove that
Below, we prove that
which implies (2) since ψ is in negation normal form. Our proof takes the form
?
where, for arbitrary z ∈ Z n , we prove the implication labeled "?" by proving (A) and (B). The top implication follows from (1) and the definition of proj.
Lemma 2 (Sound)
Proof. An interpretation I satisfying ψ can be altered to J satisfying ψ 5 by assigning f in which all array property formulae have height at most N , satisfiability is NP-complete.
Proof. NP-hardness, even when ψ is a conjunction of literals, follows by NPhardness of satisfiability of T Z [6] . Steps 1-3 increase the size of the formula by an amount linear in the size of ψ. The rule forall increases the size of formulae by an amount polynomial in the size of ψ and exponential in the maximum height N . For fixed N , the increase is thus polynomial in ψ. The proof requires only a polynomial number (in the size of ψ) of applications of rules, so that the size of the quantifier-free (T EUF ∪ T Z ∪ k T k elem )-formula is at most polynomially larger than ψ. Inclusion in NP follows from the assumption of the theorem.
Undecidable Problems
Theorem 1 states that for certain sets of element theories {elem k } k , SAT A is a satisfiability decision procedure for the array property fragment of T
The theory of reals, T R , in which variables range over R and with signature Σ R = {0, 1, +, −, =, <}, and the theory of integers, T Z , are such element theories. We now show that several natural extensions of the array property fragment result in a fragment of T {R} A or T {Z} A for which satisfiability is undecidable. We identify one extension for which decidability remains open. Proof. In [3] , we prove that termination of loops of this form is undecidable: real x 1 , . . . , x n θ : i∈I⊆{1,...,n} x i = c i while x 1 ≥ 0 do choose τ i : x := A i x done c i are constant integers, c i ∈ Z, while each A i is an n × n constant array of integers, A i ∈ Z n×n . θ is the initial condition of the loop. Variables x 1 , . . . , x n range over the reals, R. There are m > 0 transitions, {τ 1 , . . . , τ m }; on each iteration, one is selected nondeterministically to be taken. x is an R n -vector representing the n variables {x 1 , . . . , x n }; each transition thus updates all variables simultaneously by a linear transformation. We call loops of this form linear loops. Termination for similar loops in which all variables are declared as integers is also undecidable.
We now prove by reduction from termination of linear loops that satisfiability of the ∃ * ∀ Z ∃ Z -fragment is undecidable. That is, given linear loop L, we construct formula ϕ such that ϕ is unsatisfiable iff L always terminates. In other words, a model of ϕ encodes a nonterminating computation of L.
For each loop variable x i , we introduce array variable x i . Let ρ τ (s, t), for index terms s and t, encode transition τ : x := Ax as follows:
Let g(s), for index term s, encode the guard x 1 ≥ 0:
Let θ(s), for index term s, encode the initial condition:
Then form ϕ: 
Therefore, ϕ is unsatisfiable iff L always terminates, and thus satisfiability of the ∃ * ∀ Z ∃ Z -fragment of T A is undecidable. Note that ϕ meets the syntactic restrictions of the array property fragment, except for the extra quantifier alternation. for which satisfiability is undecidable.
Proof. In T {Z}
A , the presence of nested reads allows skolemizing j in ϕ of the proof of Theorem 3:
Allowing array reads in the index guard enables flattening of nested reads through introduction of another universally quantified variable:
Allowing addition of 1 in the value constraint allows an encoding of termination similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3:
Finally, addition of 1 in the index guard can encode addition of 1 in the value constraint through introduction of another universally quantified variable:
Theorem 3 implies that a negated array property cannot be embedded in the consequent of another array property. Theorem 4 states that loosening most syntactic restrictions results in a fragment for which satisfiability is undecidable. One extension remains for which decidability of satisfiability is an open problem: the fragment in which index guards can contain strict inequalities, < (equivalently, in which index guards can contain negations). In this fragment, one could express that an array has unique elements:
(∀i, j)(i < j → a[i] = a[j]) .
We consider an array theory in which indices are uninterpreted. For clarity, we call indices keys in this theory, and call the arrays maps. where uvar is any universally quantified key variable, and evar is any existentially quantified variable. The form of a value constraint ϕ V (k) is also constrained. Any occurrence of a quantified key variable k ∈ k in ϕ V (k) must be as a read into a map, h[k], for map term h. Map reads may not be nested; e.g., h 1 [h 2 [k] ] is not allowed.
The map property fragment of T M consists of all existentially-closed Boolean combinations of map property formulae and quantifier-free T M -formulae.
